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Like a true human Pandora’s Box, the mediastinum has always attracted thoracic surgeons testing their surgical maturity and 
technical skill as well. Indeed, the variety of benign and malignant diseases findable in the mediastinum always represents an 
important and durable surgical challenge.

Over the years, a number of surgical approaches and techniques have been developed and accomplished to enhance the 
consent of patients and improve the outcomes. Many decades were due before the relevant technological advances made 
possible a real jump ahead in surgical evolution with the introduction of video-assisted thoracic surgery. This device allowed 
the solution of the multitude of inconveniences following sternotomy with equivalent results.

Hence, many minor and major mediastinal procedures can be safely performed with low trauma and great efficacy 
achieving good surgical and cosmetic results. With this novel approach, even economical impact was relevant. 

This issue focused on mediastinal surgery aims at capturing what has been developed in the last decade for the surgical 
management of mediastinal diseases. It can provide rapid information about new surgical approaches and techniques that may 
be exploited for improving therapeutic programs as well as the expectations of patients and physicians.

Many distinguished and innovative surgeons have participated in this special issue with their high consolidated experience 
in this field acquired in advanced centers all over the world. I thank all them so much.

Many thoracic surgeons take advantage from this progress but I advocate that the ultimate beneficiaries are the young 
surgeons attracted by this engaging field and moreover our patients.

I was addressed towards mediastinal surgery since my very first years of surgical training under the attentive guidance of 
Professor Costante Ricci. Initially as Assistant and thereafter as Associate Professor at Sapienza University of Rome, I was 
particularly committed to the surgery of thymus so appreciated by my mentor. I wish to express my gratitude to my maestro 
of thoracic surgery who always encouraged me. I feel blessed to have been one of his assistants for many years. Professor Ricci 
was a very skilled and innovative surgeon as well as consummate teacher.
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